ABSTRACT:
We are interested in discovering how biological catalysts accomplish “unusual” or “improbable” chemistries. Our targets include vitamin B12 (cobalamin)-dependent enzymes such as methylmalonyl-CoA mutase (MCM) and methionine synthase (MS). B12 is one of nature’s most complex cofactors enabling and allowing for challenging chemistries to occur from bacteria to humans. In MCM, B12 utilizes radicals to enable an otherwise very challenging chemical reaction; the isomerization of methylmalonyl-CoA to succinyl-CoA. MS on the other hand is a multi-modular enzyme essential for folate and one carbon metabolism. MS catalyzes a challenging methyl transfer from methyltetrahydrofolate to homocysteine to form methionine and tetrahydrofolate. Our interest in MS stems from the chemically improbable methylation that it catalyzes, the unique capabilities of its cobalamin cofactor and its exceptional dynamic properties that support three chemically different methylation reactions. The goal of our work is to uncover fundamental principles regarding how enzyme dynamics facilitate challenging chemistries.
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